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We designed a rule-based computer model that used genetic algorithms 

to create spider webs that closely matched those found in nature. We 

recreated the classic, 2-dimentional orb web, which is typical of Araneus

spiders commonly found in Wisconsin. Using the Java programming 

language, we closely recreated a model described by Krink and Vollrath

(1997), and then improved upon it by developing increasingly 

sophisticated simulations that incorporated web-building costs and prey-

capture benefits. Four different versions of the simulation program were 

created so that each version “wove” its webs following different rules. To 

provide data for comparison, a complimentary field project collected and 

measured actual spider webs.

Four Model Versions

Web Examples

Color coding of steps for building a spider web:

[1] Red, [2] Orange, [3] Green, [4] Blue, [5] Purple, [6] Light Blue

These are Average-sized examples of webs produced after 1000

generations of our genetic algorithm (the coloration is due to a

setting in the Java IDE, Netbeans).
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Conclusion
We conclude based off of the data that though our 

models accurately reflect some parts of real life spider 

webs, there is still much to improve. For example, the 

average radii spacing appears to be larger in general 

for the models than for the real life webs. Also, for real 

life webs, the Large webs seem to have a significant 

decrease in the degrees between radii. Version 2 is the 

only version which slightly mimics this. Furthermore, 

our models appear to make drastically fewer spiral 

segments per slice than real life webs have, and none 

of the versions mimic real life webs with having more 

spiral segments for Large webs than Small webs.

Introduction

Model Version I

[1] web origin point chosen (not 

necessarily in middle), [2] shoots 

out radii to outer frame (the black-

bordered square), [3] connects the 

first radii to form inner frame, [4] 

adds second set of radii between 

first and extends them to inner 

frame, and [5] adds capture spiral.

Model Version II

Same as Version I, but requires 

web origin point to be in middle.
Future Work
Future goals include improving upon the models we 

currently have by creating more sophisticated and 

more accurate models. Much sophistication can still 

be added by considering the physical environment of 

webs and attempting to model that, as well as 

attempting to model the evolution of individual webs 

instead of merely working with a static model of each 

individual web. Furthermore, the data shows that 

many improvements can be made. Clearly, our 

models are making radii too far apart and not putting 

enough spiral segments between them. Also, our 

models do not appear to accurately reflect the 

properties of Large webs versus Small webs. Long-

term goals for this area of study include possible 

applications of more accurately modeled spider webs, 

such as creating stronger structure in various fields of 

engineering and architecture.
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Model Version III

[1] chooses a collection of points 

on the outer frame [2] chooses 

their average as the center of the 

web, [3] draws the first radii to 

the points, [4] makes inner frame 

by connecting the first radii’s 

outer ends, [5] adds second radii 

between the first and extends 

them to the inner frame, and [6] 

adds the capture spiral.

Model Version IV

[1] chooses three points on the 

right, left and bottom of the outer 

frame, [2] uses the circumcenter of 

the points as the web’s center, [3] 

adds the first radii, [4] makes the 

inner frame, [5] adds second radii 

between the first and extends them 

to the inner frame, and [6] adds the 

capture spiral.

Data

Version I Version II

Below are comparisons between the models and the data. These

comparisons are of the average spacing between radii in

degrees for Large and Small webs, and of the number of spirals

segments per slice (the area between two radii) for Large and

Small webs.

Results

We ran 15, 1000-generation runs of each of our four versions, 

restricting the frame size to Small (125 x 120mm), Average (224 x

190 mm), and Large (324 x 260 mm), with these frame sizes 

chosen based on real web data collected by our partner project.
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